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"l'll miss them,"
sighed Johnny
O'Mara. "lt's every-
one's dream to ride
a works bike. I've

ridden them for five years now. It's too bad
you won't see them here in the States any-
more because of next year's production rule.
But I'm for whatever it takes to make racing
better. If that's what it takes, so be it."

Fortunately, or unfortunately (depending
on your point of view), that much-dreamed-
of ultimate goal of every rider, of one day get-
ting a factory "works" bike, will in effect be-
come a moot point for the 1986 racing sea-
son. No more works bikes. MOTO is
bummed! After all, how can we scoop every-
one if there are no super-trick bikes to try to
{andango a ride on? Well, if this was going to
be the last year of the works bike, we had to
find out for ourselves what the bikes are really
like, before they disappeared.

< Johnny O grabs some gnaily air time on
the radical Honda RC250 works bike.
That's Johnny jumping over his 4x4 with a
prcctice bike in the back. (You don't think
we'd risk our own,) As you can see, he iust
barely made it.

different pipes, cylinders and suspension set-
tings. Not their actual race bike, but a spare
works bike used to test new ideas for the team
bikes.

We arranged to meet with Dave Arnold,
Roger DeCoster, the O'Show and Jake and
Tonto (the Showa suspension specialists) at
Honda's super-secret test track known affec-
tionately as "Hondaland. "

HONDALAND? YOU CAN'T
GET THERE FROM HERE

Hidden deep in the hills of Southern Cali-
fornia, Honda has built a test facility that in-
corporates outdoor and Supercross tracks for
its team riders to test, practice and generally
get an edge over the competition. Sworn to
never reveal its location, lhe MOTO wrecking
crew headed out to see what only a handful
of riders have ever gotten to experience.
What would it be like to actually ride a full-on,
race-ready works bike?..IT'S A II)T OF LITTLE THINGS''

"What exactly are the differences between
a works bike and a production bike?" we slyly
asked Team Honda's Roger DeCoster.

"lt's a lot of httle things: nuts, bolts, special
shocks, forks. . . Everything on a works bike
feels tighter, crisper, and, ofcourse, they do

THE YEAR OF
WORKING DANGEROUSLY

Last year we managed to wrangle a ride on
Johnny O's works 125 Honda. It was more
like a semi-unofficial "Hey, you mind if we
ride that thing?" operaiion than an authorized
ride Since this will ostensibly be their last
year, and, coincidentally, our last chance to
ride a works bike, we went to Team Honda's
Roger DeCoster and sought permission to
ride every racer's ultimate dream, a works
bike.

BOY WERE WE SURPRTSED!
Roger said he d check it out and get back to

us. To our pleasant surprise. we were given
the green light to check out and ride Honda's
works bike. Honda team manager Dave
Arnold called back and told us they were
assembling their test bed works bike, the
RC250, for us to do a riding impression on.
This was the team bike that Hannah, Bailey,
L-echien and the O'Show had used for testing

< Ever wondet what it would be like to ac-
tually test a wo*s bike? Well, so did we.
Thanks to the O'Show, Roger DeCoster,
Dave Arnold and Ameilcan Honda, we got
the opportunity.

have more power, not a lot more, just more in
all the right areas-low, middle and top. The
brakes are very strong. Too strong for the
average rider, I'd say. It would take some time
for the average rider to get used to them,"
said DeCoster.

"The biggest difference between the aver-
age rider and the good rider, I believe, is in
braking. Almost everyone can acceleiate, but
it's in driving into the corners that the really
good riders stand out. There are quite a few
riders who can put in one fast lap, but putting
in a lot of fast laps, one after another after
another, is what distinguishes the best riders.
That is why we feel that brakes are so impor-
tant on the works bike. A lot of riders realize
that if they could stop faster, they could go
faster. "

SO STOP IT, ALREADY
Okay, so the works bikes stop better and

have a little more power. But hey, isn't the
chassis a trick one-off design that makes it
handle like nothing we've ever ridden?

'Actually, the chassis design on our works
bike is remarkably close to what the '86 pro-
duction Hondas will have," said Team Hon-
da's Johnny O'Mara. "We've experimented a





bit and tried different steering head angles
and rake, but what we're using on our works
bike now is the same basic chassis design as
our '86 production Hondas."

TANKS A II)T
A redesigned gas tank and seat on this

year's RC250 works bike no longer incorpor-
ates the fuel-pump-activated, low cg gas tank
as last year's works Hondas. Instead, the new
seat,/tank combination carries the fuel farther
forward, with the seat extending all the way
forward, almost to the triple clamps. This
allows the rider to get farther forward on the
bike in ihe corners. As a matter of fact, that's
the first thing you notice about the bike when
you sit on it-how narrow the seat/tank junc-
ture feels and how easy it is to slide forward
and sit on the gas cap, which lust happens to
be an inch or two shy of the steering head.

NOT EVERYTHING WORKS
According to DeCoster, a lot of the trick

items one sees on the works bikes don't
always work that much better than their stock
counterparts. "Because we're constantly try-
ing new things, and some of the ideas are
going to work while others are not," says
Roger. "One of the main reasons for works
bikes is for the R&D (research and develop-
ment) we get from them. A works bike is a
test bed, actually. Since the bikes are so few in
number, we can make changes readily and
try different things. If something doesn't
work, we change it and try something new.
With a production bike you are limited as to
what you can change. Once you have decid-
ed on something, that's it. You can'i go back
and change the production run "

WORKS SUSPENSION
Sure, sure, maybe the motor, chassis and

brakes are somewhat close to the production
bike, but everyone knows that in the suspen-
sion department the works bike bears little or
no resemblance to its production brethren,
right?

Right. The forks alone on a works bike cost
as much as five production bikes (say, around
$10,000). Same for the shock. Both units are
precision-made, hand-assembled units that
are state of the art in suspension technology.
But cheer up, production motocross fans.
According to DeCoster, the internal valving
on the'86 production Hondas will be identi-
cal to what the works riders are using on their
factory bikes this year. Although the compo-
nent parts, because of cost factors, will not be
the same, the valving and internals will be
basically the same as the Showa fork kits
everyone rs runntng.

"The only difference will be that the front
forks on the '86 bike will not have the re-
bound adjustment like the works bikes We
found that even though we had the adjusta-
ble rebound feature on the works bikes, some
of the riders were never using it anyway So
we felt it wasn't worth the increase in price to
put the rebound adjustment on the produc-
tion bike," said Roger.
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Jake and Tonto lrcm Showa sfiowed up to
do some testing of various suspension
components during our visit to Honda-
land. We actualy got fo do some factoty
testing on some ol the expeilmental stuff
Showa is ttying out. Gnarly stufl, dude.

ENOUGH ALREADY, WHAT'S IT
LIKE TO RIDE THE THING?
lf you can imagine what it would be like to

hop in Nikki Lauda's Formula 1 car and whip
it around the Long Beach Grand Prix after
getting out of your Ford Pinto, you can begin
to grasp what it's like to ride a factory bike
Yes, Waldo, they are fhot good Just sitting on
the bike is a thrill. The first order of business

for riding a works bike is to plug in the elec-
tronic, battery-operated ignition system. A
switch on the handlebars activates the ignition
and emits a low humming sound similar to
what your car might make if you were to
leave the keys inside This is so the rider will
know the system is operating. Still, the stan-
dard procedure is to unplug the ignition as
well as turn off the switch after every ride. The
battery operated power valve on ihe RC250
is good for about a day's worth of riding be-
fore it needs a recharge, says the O'Show

A few jabs at the kickstarter bring the exotic
works motor to life Sitting on the bike, you
immediately notice how easy it is to move
around The seat extends right up to the han-
dlebars. The suspension feels ultra-plush
Hey, if we had $10,000 forks and a $10,000
shock on our bike, would we expect anything
less?

After a quick warning from DeCoster to
watch out for the brakes (he probably didn't
want us bashing up the bike), we snick the
bike into gear, feed it some clutch and head
out for some quick laps around Hondaland
race circuit.
N(}-T WAI\ITING TO COME BACK IN

Unbelievable! From the very bottom of the
powerband to the top end, the power is

smooth, controllable and very, very torquey.
Actually, the power is a lot like the production
250 Honda: very low and strong. A torquer.
But just when the stocker signs off, the works
bike's electronic power valve opens up and

the motor hits like the afterburners on an
F-16. lt's not a revver, though, not in the
sense that the power hits in the upper rpm
ranges.

Honda uses a wide range of pipe and cyl-
inder combinations to make the motor work
well for just about any track conditions. Our
test bike had a torque pipe and cylinder for
Supercross-style tracks The power came on
low, hard and fast. No hesitations whatso-
ever Just what you'd expect of a works bike

STOP AND GO
Machine-gun-shifting through the gears,

the first turn pops up breathtakingly quick
We remember Roger's warning about how
well the brakes work Careful. we don't want
to trash a mega-buck works bike! We gingerly
apply the brakes much too early while going
into the corner. These brakes could get you
into a lot of trouble if carelessly applied They
stop you right now-instantly. You're embar-
rassed to see you've slowed down way before
the corner. Aha! With brakes like this you
could literally charge right up until the very
last millisecond, get on the brakes at the last
possible moment, pivot and get out of the
corner faster than ever before With a little
practice we suddenly find ourselves going in-
to corners and braking later than we would
ever think about doing on a production
motocrosser. Roger's right, you can go faster
if you can stop quicker. The front and rear

Ketch had the time ol his life ilding the
wotks bike. "This thing is even bettet than
the O Show's wotks 125 I rode last year!"
exctaimed l(etchup. The O'Show had a
hard time getting Keich olf it so he could
do his Nactice laps.

There were no problems with the layout.
Everything is tucked in well, and all controls
are in the right places. Clutch action is great.
And the brakes-unbelievable These are the
strongest brakes I've ever had ihe pleasure to
use. Strong yet controllable

Being able to ride the last of a dying breed
is an honor and a half. Thanks, Honda, for
sticking your necks out and allowing us the
opportunity to ride a works bike-you made
mY daY! r

Anet carues a comet in his best Baileyl
Lechien impersonation. Eddie was awed
by the pefiormance ol the RC250's chas.
sis, power, brakes, and teel.

bike You can lower the front wheel or the
rear wheel easily with minimal body English
When you want to jump a double, the bike
seems to spring up in the air.

When it's time to land from the jumps, the
suspension is ready to soak them up The
forks and shock work so perfectly, I had no
desire to make any adjustments. The sensa
tion o{ the forks bottoming was sano. You
could hear but not really feel them bottom
Super smooth

Over the bumps the compression and re-
bound onbothends arcpertect It justbegsto
hit stuff. There was no problem through the
corners with the balance between the two
ends-just hke it's on rails!

Go ahead-make my day

RC25O IMPRESSION
By Ed Arnet

r I actually had a chance to ride a works bike.
It didn't really hit me until I got home and
thought about it. On the way back from the
test I was rather quiei, while Ketch was ready
to rip the steering wheel off his Toyota four-
by. Ketch thought I was bummed, but I was
simply awe-struck by the RC250 and the
O'Show. That guy's nuts!

The power of the RC motor is stunning.
Jetting is spot-on and the bike comes on the
pipe smoothly and strongly. The motor is
easy to control. A mere blip of the throttle
took care of situations in which you would be
clutching it to death on a production bike.

Handling is inexplicable. The chassis
doesn't flex at all. Going over the rough, it
doesn't even come close to swapping Cor-
nering is beyond the outer limits. It felt like it
could steer around bends like the'81 Maicos.
And the '81 Maicos were some of the best-
turning bikes ever made. Care had to be
taken not to get too much weight forward.
Since the seat goes allthe way up the tank,
you can actually get too far forward. Thai's
unreal!

The bike jumps perfectly. lt feels 20
pounds lighter than it actually is. At 216
pounds with no gas, the RC250 is right at the
AMA weight limit, but it feels much lighter. In
the air you have absolute control over the
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disc brakes are very sensitive to rider input.
But not overly sensitive, we ielt. If you're a
real klutz when it comes to using the brakes,
you might have trouble, but with a little dis-
cretion and practice we soon found ourselves
diving deeper into corners than we ever
thought possible.

SUSPENSTON MONEY CAN"T BUY
Sure, the bike has great power It has

superb brakes, is easy to move around on,
and feels like it doesn't weigh anything. But
all these attributes dim in comparison to the
works bike's suspension. The Showa forks
and shocks border on the unbelievable. The
stability, action and feel of the front end are
amazing. Our suspension was set up for the
O'Show, who likes to run his bikes on the soft
side. Even so, the bike could be run over the
gnarliest whoops we could find as though
they weren't even there.

When the suspension bottomed out, it was
heard morethan felt. Our conclusion? It don't
get no better than this!

LIGHT AND AIRY
One of the things that is hard to describe is

how the works bike can feel so much lighter at
216 pounds (without gas) than the production
bike, which weighs nearly the same. The dif-
ference in feel between the two is substantial.
The reason for this has more to do with actual
weight distribution and the use of lightweight
materials such as carbon fiber and titanium to
get unsprung weight to the very minimum.

Between the suspension and weight distri-
bution, the RC250 feels as though il floots
across the track. Float like a butterfly, sting like
a bee.

GETTTNG STUNG
Riding a bike like this is an experience we

won't soon forget. The confidence you feel
increases with every lap you put in. If you
knew how much fun it is to ride one of these,
you'd be as bummed as we were to hear that
this special breed of motocrosser is destined
to disappear forever from motocross tracks in
America.
WHAf, ARE THEY GOING TO DO

WITH THEM?
With the demise of the works bike, the fate

of the existing scoots was something we were
more than a little curious about. Like, could
we maybe, sort of ...keep it?

"l don't think the factory would agree to
that," said DeCoster to our earnest inquiry.
"Some of the bikes will be going back to
Japan and will probably be raced over there.
I wish they would take some of the bikes and
race the 250 World Championships, but I
doubt the factory will do that. We'll probably
keep one works bike at American Honda and
make a museum bike out of it. The other
ones, I guess they will be crushed. It's sad, I
know. Sometimes I feel like siealing them and
hiding them somewhere. I can remember
having to go out and buy parts for my bikes,
and here they are, crushing works bikes "

Crushed! We're crushed Alas, the poor
works bike, we knew it well. Well, maybe not
as well as we would have liked to have known
it. We're glad we at least got a chance to see
what riding a works bike is really all about It's
a dream come true. I

The oval-shaped Keihin catb has a trick
anti-fuothing attachment on the bottom
luel bowl (the white rcund area). We hear
it preyents the motor from hesitating when
landing hard oll jumps.

That thing behind the kickstartet is the
com partme nt fot the battery-opercted
electrcnic power valve. Check out the de-
tachable clutch housing that lacilitates re-
moval ol the ctutch without taking otf the
entire side case. Nice featurc.

Works forks are the ultimate. So are works
brakes. The RC250 tront end is the best
that money and technology can buy.

Popping ofl the detachable rear subframe
reveals a $10,000 Showa works shock at-
tached to a bell crcnk linkage on the
swingarm, According to Roger Decoster,
the intemal valving on the'86 ptoduction
bikes will be identical to the works bikes.

Check out how the seat extends afl the
way up and arcund the tiny gas cap. The
upper handlebat mounts have a reinlorc-
ing bar connecting the two mounts which
keeps the bars lrom getting twisted in a
crash. That will be an'86 ptoduction item.
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You can bet these radiatorc weigh less
than next to nothing. Reduced unsprung
werght is the reason the wo*s Honda
teels like it weighs a rot ress than the legal
limit.


